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APPENDIX F: Assembly Instructions 

 

Stage and Base Components:  

1x Edge Glued hardwood plank  

1x Lead Screw Kit  

1x DC Motor  

1x Custom Motor Holder 

1x Linear Stage Actuator  

16x #6 x 1.25” Wood Screws  

1x Acrylic Sheet 

20x m4-0.7 10mm screws 

4x #10 x 1.5” Wood Screws 

 

Stage and Base Assembly Instructions:  

 

1. Acquire all components from various vendors listed in the BOM. 

2. Place the wood base on a flat surface.  

3. Align the smooth shafts and lead screws in the bottom-right edge of the wood base in the 

order of smooth shaft, lead screw, then smooth shaft as shown below. Space all of the 

shafts 75mm apart, measuring the center to center distance of the shafts. 
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Figure F.1. Depiction of Step 3 for Stage and Base Assembly 

 

4. Mark the center of each hole for the shaft supports by hitting a hammer on the back of a 

screwdriver to leave a mark.  

5. Drill guide holes for the wood screws that attach the lead screw and smooth shafts to the 

base. 

6. Once the guide holes are finished, use the 1.25-inch wood screws to secure the lead screw 

assembly to the base.  

7. Place the motor shaft coupling on the left end of the lead screw. Ensure that the lead 

screw sits flush with the stop inside the shaft coupling. 

8. Place the tip of the DC motor flush with the smaller end stop of the shaft coupler.  

9. Place the DC motor inside the custom motor holder (CAD file supplied in the 

deliverables) and make sure that the base of the motor holder is flush with the wood base.  

The final assembly for the motor holder and shaft coupling should be as shown below. 
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Figure F.2. Depiction of Step 9 for Stage and Base Assembly 

 

10. Use the same method as steps 4 and 5 to make the guide holes for the screws in the motor 

holder. 

11. Secure the custom motor holder to the wood base using the 1.25-inch wood screws. 

12. Use the supplied laser cutter file and the acrylic sheet to cut the holes for the linear ball 

bearings and the screw nut conversion sheet.  

13. Screw the lead screw shaft coupling (gold piece from assembly kit) into the screw nut 

conversion seat using the supplied screws. The lead screw shaft coupling collar must go 

inside the screw nut conversion seat.  

14. Slide 2 linear ball bearings onto each of the smooth shafts and thread the screw nut 

conversion and collar onto the central lead screw, as shown below. 
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Figure F.3. Depiction of Step 14 for Stage and Base Assembly 

 

15. Use the acrylic sheet, acrylic stage file (CAD file supplied in the deliverables), and a 

laser cutter to cut the stage out of a sheet of acrylic.  

16. Place the stage on top of the lead screw assembly, as shown below, and secure the acrylic 

stage using the M4-0.7mm screws. 
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Figure F.4. Depiction of Step 16 for Stage and Base Assembly 

 

17. Place the linear stage actuator in the middle (horizontally) of the lead screws assembly, 

and place the linear stage actuator close to the edge of the acrylic stage without actually 

touching the edge of the stage, as shown below. 
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Figure F.5. Depiction of Step 17 for Stage and Base Assembly 

 

18. Use the process outlined in steps 4 and 5 to make guide holes for the base of the linear 

stage actuator.  

19. Secure the linear stage actuator to the base using #10-1.5” wood screws and the guide 

holes made in step 18.  
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Stylus Body Assembly Components: 

1x Insulin Pen Needle 

1x M10 - 1.25 x 50 mm bolt 

1x Custom Thread Adapter 

2x 4-40 x 2 in Bolt 

1x Custom Endstop 

1x Custom Bolt Joint 

1x Custom Stylus Holder 

4x M6-1.0 x 12 mm Socket Cap Screws 

1x LVDT Core  

1x LVDT Housing 

1x 430 N/m Compression Spring 

 

Stylus Body Assembly Instructions:  

 

1. Acquire all commercially available components from the vendors listed in the BOM. 

2. Machine the Custom Endstop according to the specifications of the CAD model. 

3. Use a metal chop saw to cut the heads off of the M10-1.25 x 50 mm bolt and the 4-40 x 2 

in bolts. 

4. 3D-Print all remaining custom components (CAD files located in Box). 

  
Figure G.6. Depiction of Stylus Assembly 

 

5. With the small holes facing downwards, attach the Custom Stylus Holder to the linear 

stage actuator by tightening the 4 M6-10x12 mm Socket Cap Screws into the four corners 

of the stage. 
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Figure F.7. Depiction of Step 5 for Stylus Body Assembly 

 

6. Place the LVDT housing into the Custom Stylus Holder, taking care to guide the wires 

into the off-centered small hole. 

7. Thread one of the 4-40 x 2 in bolts into the Custom Endstop such that the bolt extends 

from one side of the Custom Endstop by approximately 4 mm. Thread the other end into 

the positive end of the LVDT Core such that the Core is approximately 5 mm away from 

the bottom of the Custom Endstop.  

8. Thread the Custom Bolt Joint onto the 4-40 x 2 in bolt such that the Core is on the 4-40 

bolt with the Endstop on one side and the Bolt Joint is on the other. Thread the remaining 

4-40 bolt into the open end of the Bolt Joint. 

9. Place this assembly into the Custom Stylus Holder, with the Custom Endstop resting on 

the top of the LVDT Housing. 

10. Thread the Insulin Pen Needle onto the M10-1.25 bolt. Thread the other end onto the 

large end of the Thread Adapter. 

11. While holding the 430 N/m Compression Spring around the exposed end of the lower 4-

40 bolt, thread the bolt into the small end of the Thread Adapter. 

 

 

Figure F.8. Depiction of Step 11 for Stylus Body Assembly 


